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World petroleum markets have undergone commodity price shocks since these goods were first brought
to market in quantity over one hundred and fifty years ago. i As part of the global recession of 2008, the
price of oil fell from approximately $145 per barrel to about $40 before the end of that market-rattling
year. ii A similar process is unfolding during the last quarter of 2014.
In the summer of 2014, West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude oil traded at over $105 per barrel. As late
as October it was above $90. By December, it hovered in the high $50’s per barrel. iii
To some observers, this is a manipulated market and to others it is supply and demand driven.
Regardless of the drivers, those economic actors in the market must deal with high volatility from time
to time.
A rapidly falling market presents operations with significant challenges. The common mantra, “do more
with less” can become gospel. How this message is delivered and subsequently implemented can be the
difference between possibly a bad year and a terrible, career and/or company ending year.
Nothing changes in a down market except the commodity price point. Safety, the environment,
performance requirements, regulations, etc. remain the same. However, managerial actions must
change and decisions taken reflect the market realities.
Originally published in 2004, the decline curve graphic suggests
that to remain profitable as a field ages, the costs of operations
must decrease faster than the rate of production decline. iv A
dramatic, quick reduction in commodity price points essentially
has the same economic effect of the field.
The focus on that study was the emerging (at the time) digital
oilfield. However, modern producers use a basket of technologies to drive their business models.
Technology does make a difference. The perceived market glut is partly due to the use of technologies
of all kinds including information technology. Enabling process change improved efficiencies and safer
operations are well documented and have offered those organizations using them with a “healthy buffer
against failing prices.” v
Organizational Agility, Resilience and Sustainability are the hallmark of well-managed oil and gas
operators and their energy services and manufacturing supply chain partners. Rapidly responding to

changing environments, whether market driven or in retort to an incident are the normal response of
High Reliability Organizations. The protection of shareholder value demands no less.
As with any market downturn there will be winners and losers. Mergers and bankruptcies, a level of
unemployment and local recessions are likely. Agile and resilient firms are best positioned for survival
when the bust part of the business cycle is deep and fast.
Finally, as the saying goes, “we’ll be back.” ExxonMobil recently forecasts 35% higher global demand by
2040. The demographics of an expanding global population and desire for increased standards of living
throughout all economies are substantial economic drivers. vi
Yet one wonders, how many more boom-bust cycles will there be before then? Expect them and plan
accordingly.

What is your organization’s Rapid Response Management plan?
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